DIY INSTALLATION

4. With the gate installed on its track in the closed
position hang a side bracket from the Locking Pin
Bracket. Using the Cross Plate positioned under
the track determine the height of the side
bracket assembly.
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6. Tack the Side Brackets
and cross plate up and
check the assembly on
the gate to make sure that
the height is correct.

1.
1. Weld the Locking Lug onto the front edge
of the gate. Fabricate a bracket to secure the receiver
to the gate track.

7.

3.

8.
2. If it is not possible
to firmly weld the receiver
to the gate track it
is then necessary to cast a
vertical member into a
concrete foundation in front
of the gate that can be
trimmed off to take the receiver.

2.

3. Set up and weld the Locking Pin
Bracket on the underside of the gate
so that it does not interfere while the gate
is being opened or closed.
If a gate motor is installed the Locking Pin Bracket
should be positioned behind the gate motor.
Pallisading should be trimmed up at leased 15 millimeters
from the underside of the gate to clear the Rollock.

4.
8. With the gate in the closed position at
the end of travel, set up the Side Bracket
assembly on the track so that the
Locking Pin locates and stops up
7. Weld up the bracket, top and bottom, for
against the side brackets.
maximum strength and install reinforcing
ties if necessary.
6.

5.
5. Confirm the height
of the Side Bracket assembly
making allowance for clearance
1 to 2 millimeters
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Advantages:-

OPEN AND CLOSED POSITION AT FRONT
AND BACK OF GATE

Effective first line defence!
Prevents forced entry via gate!
Low cost - huge security benefit!
Robust construction!
Low maintenance operation!
Tamper resistant!
Simple and quick to install!
Can be padlocked for added security!
Greatly reduces risk of gate motor theft!
Provides effective stop against gate over-travel!
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HEAVY DUTY SECURITY GATE LOCK SET
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